MgO. The electronic Raman intensity is given by an approximate. formula that contains the time correlation function of transition operators between the few electronic states of Co + that are close to the ground state. To obtain these correlation functions we employ Green's functions, decoupling the equation of motion at a convenient stage of the calculation. Only the normal modes of the complex formed by Co + and the six nearest 0 ions have been included in the Jahn-Teller interaction, and they have been expressed as a series of all the lattice phonons. The theoretical phonon spectrum of MgO has also been replaced by a simpler analytical expression that gives its more important features. Most of the parameters that appear in the calculation have been derived from other properties of the system. There is a fairly good agreement between the measured Raman spectrum and the one calculated here. In particular, the relative position of the two I 6 -+I li and I 6~I 8 transitions is well explained by the model. The theory also predicts a splitting of the I 6~I 8 line into a doublet, a fact that is experimentally observed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present a theoretical study of the electronic Raman scattering of MgO with substitutional Co + impurities, and we show that the dynamical Jahn-Teller (JT) interaction plays an important role in the corresponding line shape.
Pure crystalline MgQ has the rocksalt structure, and the Raman scattering by a single phonon is forbidden because there is lattice translational invariance and all the ions are a center of inversion. This rule is broken by the presence of impurities, and a modified Raman spectrum is observed in their presence. Several Lockwood. ' We believe that in our system, the two mechanisms contribute to the spectrum, but we will only consider here the electronic Raman scattering of Co + so that the characteristics of this effect are more clearly emphasized. We will discuss at the end of this paper the superposition of the two contributions. ((a,a, X, "'X )) =6 6". n, ((X, "'X~) ) where nq, =(aq, aq, ). After solving the closed system we find 6,g6, g(P, +P, ) 
- (2) where P, =(X")is the occupation probability of the a state of Co + with energy E, and co"=(E, E, )/A.
- (2) is Fig. 3 together with the experimental one. The two agree fairly well, although the relative intensity of the two calculated peaks (in the 300 cm ) is inverted with respect to the experimental ones. The correct relative intensities of these two peaks was obtained for VE --2.8&&10' cm /cm but the agreement with the position of the lines was somewhat impaired. "
In Fig. 4 inverted. In our calculation, only a part of the interaction of the system with the radiation was considered, and as discussed in Sec. IIB, we believe that the part we omitted is fairly well described by the theories that only consider one-phonon scattering.
In Fig. 4 
